
3927        25.90  brass                     6 obols / sestertius
3928        24.91  brass                         6 obols / sestertius
3929        14.15  brass                         3 obols / dupondius
3930        16.23  brass                         same (2 examples weighed)
3931         6.72                                   obol / 2/3 as (3 examples weighed)
3932         9.78                                   3/2 obol / as                                      
*Not struck at a Cypriot mint.
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Cypriot Coinage under Tiberius and Later, After 14 AD

 To the people of Cyprus, far from the frontiers of the Empire, the centuries of the Pax 
Romana formed an uneventful although contented period.  Mattingly notes, “Cyprus . . . lay 
just outside of the main currents of life.”  A population unused to political independence or 
democratic institutions did not find Roman rule oppressive.  

Radiate Divus Augustus and laureate Tiberius on c. 15.6g Cypriot dupondius - triobol.

 In c. 15-16 AD the laureate head of Tiberius was paired with Livia seated right (RPC 
3919, as) and paired with that of Divus Augustus (RPC 3917 and 3918 dupondii).  Both types 
are copied from Roman Imperial types of the early reign of Tiberius.  For his son Drusus, 
hemiobols were struck with the reverse designs begun by late in the reign of Cleopatra:  Zeus 
Salaminios and the Temple of Aphrodite at Paphos.  In addition, a reverse with both of these 
symbols was struck.

               
Drusus obverse was paired with either Zeus Salaminios, or Temple of Aphrodite reverses, as 
well as this reverse that shows both.  (4.19g)
Conical black stone found in 1888 near the ruins of the temple of Aphrodite at Paphos, now 
in the Museum of Kouklia.
  
RPC assigns similar Latin legend Tiberius ases and dupondii dated 19-20 AD to Commagene (?) 
(RPC 3868-9 dupondii, 3970 as).  RPC notes: 

The attribution is based on the occurrence of the same reverse type on coins of 
Commagene and the similarly beveled flans, which also occur on coins of 
Antiochus of Commagene (particularly the finest style group, Ia).  The 
attribution was doubted by Grant (Roman Anniversary Issues, pp. 57-8), while 
C. Howgego (GIC, p. 23, n. 1) has suggested that Antioch was the only other 
possible (though unlikely) mint [noting 1) modest hoard evidence; 2) shared 
countermarks and 3) connection to beveled edge Commagene coinage of 
Antiochus IV 38-72 AD] . . . On the other hand, an attribution is made unlikely 
by the rare occurrence of the coins in the Antioch excavations (only two) 
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compared with Dura (seven) . . . and the fabric of the coins, which seem 
thinner and broader than coins of Antioch of Tiberius, minted in 14 and 31 
[AD].”  RPC concludes, “The attribution has therefore been left at 
‘Commagene?’

However, the Latin legend and dating also fits Tiberian Cyprus.  The round, thin, beveled flan 
resembles Augustan Cypriot dupondii RPC 3914-15.  Subsequent dupondii of Claudius have 
similar flans.  So flan characteristics suggest that either the issue must represent dramatic 
mint shifts from the chunky, oval flans of Antioch in 14 and back to them in 31 AD, or the 
issue is typical for Cyprus.  The dupondii show yellow metal.  Find sites include Cyprus, 
though none were recorded at Paphos II or Curium.

The beveled flan and style of this Tiberius Æ30 suggest Cyprus.  (15.92g)

 The Cypriot coins of the early reign of Claudius were struck on beveled flans.  The Latin 
obverse contrasts with the Greek inscription for Cyprus, surrounded by a wreath or the titles 
of the governor.  After that time, Greek fully replaces Latin and no governor is noted on the 
Cypriot coinage.  Sometime after 43 AD, Cyprus was ruled as part of the province of Syria.  
 The relative stability of Cyprus during the Pax Romana is closely reflected in the 
coinage, which closely followed that of Rome and Antioch, the two largest cities of a 
generally peaceful Roman Empire.  Cypriot coins of this time are largely considered a subset 
of those of Syria, with some influence from Rome.
 Some Syrian style coinage with S.C in a wreath was probably produced on Cyprus, at 
Paphos, or perhaps at Salamis, the city closest to Syria.  The legends are the same as for 
coinage of Antioch, but the style and flan are quite different.  Denominations include a c. 14 
gram dupondius and a c. 7 gram as.  RPC distinguishes between Cypriot and Syrian S.C 
dupondii of Augustus only.  An as of fine Cypriot style is also known.  The cast flans are more 
round, broader, thinner, and beveled on the rim, with concave reverse a bit broader than the 
convex obverse, similar to Roman Egyptian coinage of the time.  Some of the cast-flan S.C 
Claudian and Neronian brass exhibit this type of flan with a lituus or other symbol before the 
portrait.  RPC I notes die links between the beveled flan S.C issues of Nero, Galba and Otho 
and the scarcer beveled flan legate issues (RPC 4303, 4313, 4316) noting both the legate of 
Syria and the city of Antioch in the wreath.  RPC II notes of the issues of Domitian:
 

“. . . coins struck on thin, broad flans with beveled edges . . . the difference 
may indicate separate workshops or simply a variation in the fashion of 
manufacturing flans.”  
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7.22g 23 mm Nero bronze on a round beveled cast flan and a 6.98g 19 mm example on a 
typical chunky flan.  The former may be Cypriot.

In any manufacturing process, standardization of methods arises over time.  The ongoing use 
of two different flan-making methods from the same Antioch mint is extremely unlikely.  Mint 
officials would deem one method or the other “better,” gaining some additional efficiencies 
of scale.  However, Antioch and Paphos were quite far apart geographically.  Their metal 
workers had different traditions.  Standardization of manufacturing processes in a single SC 
mint would be expected, but would be more difficult across this distance.  Round, beveled, 
cast-flan S.C coins of Otho, Galba, Vespasian, Domitian, Nerva and Trajan are also known.  
Analysis of the trace lead isotopes could confirm the origin of the copper, (Gaza or Cyprus?) 
but not the actual mint.

A round beveled flan S.C triobol - dupondius is similar to the antique Ptolemaic bronzes.  
(12.57g)
 
 Galen, writing in the 2nd century AD, tells of the imperial control and operation of the 
Cypriot copper mines.  Was Roman Imperial monopoly copper exported to Syria in bar form?  
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Or, as in Ptolemaic and early Augustan times, was export of metal delivered as finished coins?  
Evidence of access to craftsmen and fuel suggests that the minting may have been closer to 
the mines.  Are the beveled flan S.C bronzes all of Cypriot origin?
 Some Cypriot Flavian tetradrachms of decent silver and didrachms of better silver were 
struck, as well as brass sestertii and dupondii, and copper ases.  All have one of two reverses: 
1) The temple of Aphrodite at Paphos, or 2) Zeus Salaminios standing.  RPC II suggests two 
theories for the Rome-like style of the bronze and brass, and the Antioch-like style for the 
silver.  Perhaps the silver was struck at Antioch, while the brass and copper was struck at the 
Rome Mint.  Alternatively, personnel and methods may have been moved to Cyprus from the 
two large cities.  The silver has legends identical to Antioch coins, but RPC II notes that there 
are no known die links to Antioch tetradrachms.  The same reference notes that the 6:00 die 
axis, and system of brass and copper denominations suggests that this Cyprus issue may have 
been struck at Rome, or “a strictly organized eastern branch mint of Rome, . . . producing an 
issue of Roman-style coins specifically adapted for local circulation in the East.”  Similar 
Rome-style brass coins were produced for Antioch in 74 AD (RPC II 1982-2005).  
 Cypriot Æ under the Flavians was of three denominations: 1) Brass sestertii/drachms of 
c. 24 grams, and 2) brass dupondii of c. 12 grams, while 3) bronze coins of 9-11 grams, with 
designs the same as the brass dupondii, were ases.  The dupondii and ases were recognizable 
as such, by the slight difference in their weight, and the yellow color of the brass dupondius.
30  RPC II does not always distinguish between the brass and bronze denominations though 
the listed weights fall into two distinct weight bands: dupondius and as.60  

Brass Paphos dupondius (12.55g) of Vespasian, Year 8.  RPC 1821.

All Flavian bronze and brass coinage is dated year 8 (75 to 76 AD) following an earthquake 
that devastated Paphos and other cities.  The silver is dated Year 8, 9 or 10 of Vespasian, 75 
to 78 AD, or Year 2 of Titus, 80 to 81 AD.  The tetradrachms are about 0.6g heavier than two 
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60 RPC II weights (in grams) for Flavian Cypriot middle bronzes
RPC 1820:  15.23; 14.47; 13.15; 12.87; 11.76; 11.53; 11.25; 10.83; 10.23; 9.90; 9.75
RPC 1821:  13.64; 13.63; 12.82; 12.68; 12.66; 12.24; 12.16; 11.48; 11.18; 10.96;            
       10.86; 10.66; 10.41; 9.90; 9.09
RPC 1824:  12.31; 12.19; 11.07
RPC 1826:  12.50; 12.35; 10.50



didrachms, but a bit less pure.61  The Flavian beveled flan SC coinage is dated to 76/77 AD.62  
No smaller change was produced in Cyprus under the Flavians.  Earlier small change, 
Ptolemaic, Augustan, Tiberian and Claudian presumably continued to circulate.
 The political peace of the island suffered a single interruption through the great Jewish 
rising of AD 115-116 that affected Cyprus as it did Cyrenaica and Egypt.  The excesses of the 
rebels (vastly exaggerated contemporary figures speak of 240,000 dead on Cyprus alone) were 
followed by terrible counter-measures under Hadrian, Trajan’s governor of Syria, and 
ultimately his successor to the imperial purple.  After the revolt, the Jews were expelled 
from the island.  Trajan struck some small bronzes with no obverse legend on flans of similar 
style to Ptolemaic bronzes.  The reverse has a large S.C in a wreath.  Typical examples are 
11-14 mm in diameter, with average weight of 1.3 grams.  The flans are cast, with roundness 
and beveled rim similar to the eighth-unit of Cleopatra, and the S.C coinage of Cyprus.  
 The issue was continued on a larger scale under Hadrian, (RIC629b; C. 1396, Vagi 1379) 
but with a shift in the type of flan.  The flans of Hadrian uncias are often cut from a rod, but 
some seem to be cast.  One example of the Hadrian type was found at Paphos II, in Courtyard 
CI, in ashes among quarter-units of the Zeus standing type and other Ptolemaic coins.    This 
tiny type is almost exclusively found in the East, especially in Syria and Cyprus.  

      
An “uncia” of Trajan and Hadrian may have been a quarter obol (2 uncia) of Cyprus, the 
Roman equivalent to a small bronze of Cleopatra.  Alternatively, it may have been a Syrian 
lepton (1.5 uncia).  (1.35g)

 RIC II follows Cohen in calling this denomination under Hadrian an uncia, noting “‘Trés 
petit module’, C[ohen] : certainly far smaller than the ordinary quadrans, perhaps a third of 
it, an uncia.”  However, the Roman uncia had not been in use since Republican times.  The 
quadrans, the smallest Roman denomination of the times was itself infrequently issued.  RIC II 
also notes, 

The quadrantes seem to have been issued in fairly large quantities.  But the 
fact that their issue was sporadic and practically deceases after the time of 
Hadrian suggests that they were in small demand as ordinary currency and 
were mainly used as donatives for public distribution.
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61 RPC II p. 262 gives figures of 90% vs 95% silver for the didrachms, which are about 5% lighter.

62 A scarce group of brass ases and dupondii were struck during 77 to 78 AD (RIC 800-3 and others).  These have 
been linked by style to a rare issue of o-mintmark denarii in 76 AD (RIC 375-383). The metal analysis provided by 
Carradice and Cowell in NC 1987 shows that the yellow metal is from Asia Minor, and is consistently different from 
contemporary brass in Cyprus.  The denarii with similar style and o-mintmark must be from the same place.

Scarce o-mintmark denarius from Asia Minor.



 An uncia would be of very little use in an economy where the smallest regular 
denomination was an as.  At an average weight of 1.25 grams, the issue is about 35% heavy for 
a 1/12 of a bronze as of 11 g.  This weight gap is unusually large, even for bronze.  In general 
Roman provincial issues were lighter than their Roman Imperial counterparts.  Surely some 
other small Eastern denomination was intended.
 Both Cyprus and Syria were part of the same Roman province.  Trajan’s small SC bronze 
was probably worth either 2 or 1.5 uncia.  In Cyprus, the “uncia” may have circulated as a 
quarter obol (2 uncia), successor to the tiny eighth-units of Cleopatra.  The type also 
circulated in Syria. Alternatively, the denomination may have been valued as a half-
quadrans / lepton (3/2 uncia).  The round, cast flan of the Trajanic issue does suggest a 
Cypriot mint.  But the Hadrian “uncias” were struck on flans cut from a rod, more like most 
regular Antioch issues.  Similar tiny coins of Antoninus Pius and Marcus Aurelius are 
unpublished but known.  The reverse S.C is typical of both Cyprus and Syria.  Both were part 
of the same province.  Both Antioch and Paphos may have struck this denomination small 
coin, which in either case, was not an uncia.
 The brass “ases” and “semisses” of Trajan and Hadrian may have been issued for use in 
the East as 2/3 and 1/3 of a dupondius.  Some have a large S.C at the reverse center, 
surrounded by a wreath and the emperor’s titles.  The circulation of this issue extended 
throughout the East.  They may have been useful on Cyprus where these would have been 
equal to diobols and obols.  Antioch and Rome have been suggested as possible mints.  The 
portrait style and 6:00 die axis suggests that this issue may also have been struck at Rome, or–
as with the Cypriot Flavian bronze– “a strictly organized eastern branch mint of Rome, . . . 
producing an issue of Roman-style coins specifically adapted for local circulation in the East.”  
Some other Trajan coins from Cyprus have similar “Rome-style” look.  All were struck very 
late in his reign.63  
 The other denomination of this issue, which was valued at double the smaller one, also 
with a radiate crown.  This radiate crown is confusing in the Imperial system of 
denominations, for no Roman Imperial as after the time of Nero bore it.  In the late first and 
entire second century, the radiate crown was otherwise reserved for the dupondius, the 
double as. 

Radiate 4 gram and 8 gram brass coins of Trajan may have been 1/3 and 2/3 dupondius coins, 
useful change for obols in the East.  (7.84g diobol)

 The new issues of Trajan may have been 1/3 dupondius and 2/3 dupondius coins.  The 
radiate crown and special weights of this brass denomination support this idea.  Why would 
such odd denominations exist?  On Cyprus, six obols equaled a sestertius, a brass coin of about 
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63 In “The Guide to Biblical Coins,” David Hendin connects this late Trajanic issue of 115-117 to the revolt of the 
Jews in Kyrene, Egypt, Cyprus, Mesopotamia but probably not Judaea.  The Moorish general Lusius Quietus 
ruthlessly put down the rebellion in Mesopotamia.  Marcus Turbo put down the rebellion in Kyrene and Egypt.  
Hadrian who was governor of Syria (which included Cyprus) is credited with putting down the rebellion brutally.  
Dio Cassius notes (probably incorrectly) that 240,000 were killed on Cyprus.  Salamis was badly damaged during the 
revolt.  Dio Cassius adds that from this time onward, Jews were not allowed to appear on Cyprus under penalty of 
death. Lusius Quietus was recalled and executed in 118 AD.



24 grams.  The brass obol has an average weight of 4 grams.  The diobol has an average 
weight of 8 grams.  As “Imperial” denominations this coinage circulated outside of Cyprus.  
Inside of Cyprus, change for an obol could be made quickly.  Other Eastern communities may 
have made change this way as well.  The coinage of both brass denominations was continued 
under Hadrian (RIC II 680-689, 698-700 and others), but generally without the radiate crown.  
These are Eastern, and may be Cypriot.  A 4 gram denomination (called quadrans by RIC 
629a), with SC in wreath was probably also 1/3 of a dupondius.  The obverse die is the same 
size and style as a denarius die.  
 Regular Roman Imperial denarii and bronze made up the bulk of coins circulating on 
Cyprus during the second century, supplemented by Syrian S.C coinage and coins struck with 
Cypriot types.  During the reign of Trajan, Cypriot brass and bronze has a style very close to 
the Roman Imperial coinage, leading some experts to suggest that the dies or the coins may 
have been made at the Rome mint.64

 
Trajan dupondius-triobol shows the temple of Aphrodite at Paphos.  Note the conical stone at 
the center and the semi-circular courtyard in front.  (13.38g)  
Ruins of the temple.

 After Trajan and Hadrian, most Cypriot issues have the Temple of Aphrodite at Paphos 
reverse, while some have Zeus Salaminios standing.  A few are dynastic issues, with portraits 
of imperial family members on both sides.  

Antoninus Pius and his heir Marcus Aurelius on this Cypriot sestertius - drachm.  (25.81g)
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64 Trajanic restorations of Republican and early Imperial denarii could be Cypriot. One of the four Imperial denarii 
found at Paphos II had Republican types with the titles of Trajan.  By comparison, of the 81,044 silver denarii 
published in the Reka Devnia hoard, 5,217 were Trajan and zero were Restitutions by Trajan.  A closer look may be 
needed.  However, Komnick’s study of Trajan Restitution issues notes find spots:  Germany: 11 examples; France 9; 
Italy 6; Belgium 14; UK 3; Spain 3, Austria 3; Switzerland 2; Africa 2; India 1; Poland 1; Sweden 1; Turkey 1 and this 
coin.  Konick’s find data and the style strongly suggests Rome Mint.  However, the Cypriot brass and bronze of this 
time is very similar in style to that of the Rome mint.  
Dr. Gunnar Seelentag’s book Taten und Tugenden Traians Herrschaftsdarstellung im Principat suggests a date of 
112, rather than 107 (p. 410-484).



 Under Antoninus Pius, Paphos struck a fairly large issue of sestertii-drachms with the 
young Marcus Aurelius Caesar on the reverse.  There was a smaller issue of similar dupondii-
hemidrachms.  If some of the smaller coins are of red metal and slightly shorter weight they 
were intended as ases.  
Check ANS 1952.142.357 at 9.64g.  Is it red metal?
Cox notes that some of this issue was overstruck on Ptolemaic coins.  Similar “two-headed” 
types on cast, round, beveled flans, with portrait and legend style, for Faustina Sr. and 
Galerius Antoninus include denominations of sestertius, dupondius and as.  These are perhaps 
Cypriot, as first noted by Amandry in his 1993 work, although given to “Uncertain Greek Mint” 
in other references, and without known Cypriot provenance.  With the more common beveled 
flan Pius / Aurelius Cypriot bronze and brass coinage, they made a set of the Imperial family 
on coins.

Faustina Senior and her son Galerius Antoninus appear on this triobol-dupondius, which may 
be Cypriot.  (14.0 g)

 The Severans continued the tradition by issuing some Roman brass and bronze 
denominations with the Temple of Aphrodite at Paphos reverse.  One Caracalla bronze issue 
has an eagle on the reverse.  Rare “two-headed” dynastic issues with Caracalla and Geta are 
known.  Some examples have the head of Geta effaced.  

This Cyprus mint tetradrachm is wholly Syrian in character.  It was worth 4 Roman denarii, 16 
brass sestertii - Cypriot drachms. (15.54g)

 A group of Caracalla “Syrian style” silver tetradrachms with grain-ear mintmark has 
recently been attributed to Cyprus (Bellinger plate xxvi, #10).  Cox and Amandry identified 
some Syrian-style Æ20’s of Elagabalus, with ∆E, (some with SC), in a wreath as perhaps 
Cypriot.
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Severus Alexander Æ19 of Province of Syria, perhaps Cyprus. (4.29g)
Unique Severus Alexander Æ25 Alliance of Paphos and Sardes. (5.61g)

The last Roman Cypriot coins were struck under Severus Alexander, including more with the 
same Temple of Aphrodite at Paphos, a unique bronze showing an economic alliance with 
Sardes, and smaller bronzes with the SC ∆E in wreath reverse.  Regular Roman Imperial 
sestertii and some Syrian coinage circulated on Cyprus during Antonine and Severan times as 
well.
 It is possible that Ptolemaic small change still circulated until the mid-2nd century AD.  
A small group of early Flavian coins found on the floor of Room LXXXVIII of Paphos II includes 
late Ptolemaic coinage with Jewish coins including one from the First Jewish Revolt.34  A 
cloth bag of coins was found in Paphos II.  The bag contained three Flavian Cypriot silver 
didrachms and six Cypriot bronze coins dated from Augustus to the time of Hadrian.  The bag 
also contained three different and enigmatic 1.1 to 2.2 gram bronzes, but no Ptolemaic 
bronze.  Paphos II calls the three small bronzes “unidentified foreign issues,” although they 
may be better described as simply “unidentified,” with some role as local small change or 
tokens at the time.  Cox calls a similar small bronze “unidentified Greek.”  Perhaps the small 
bronzes of Cleopatra were demonetized before this time.  However, one extremely worn 
Ptolemaic obol is known overstruck with an oval countermark of the head of Hadrian.  The 
countermark may have extended the circulation life of a worn antique coin.
 Under the Roman system of ases and obols, the Cypriot Ptolemaic small bronzes would 
have still been useful as small change.  The extensive wear on many examples of the half, 
quarter and eighth-unit suggests a prolonged circulation, well into Roman Imperial times.  The 
ongoing use of antique small change is similar to nearby Judaea, where the tiny leptons and 
prutot of Alexander Jannaeus and his successors, mass-produced on similar flans by similar 
methods, circulated as small change for centuries.  Cox observes of the finds at Curium: 

The proportion of coins of large denomination [found at Curium] is 
exceptionally high, and three bronze medallions further emphasize the 
Cypriotes’ apparent predilection for large [Roman Imperial] money.

  
Cox understates the importance of this data.  
 Finds at Curium and Paphos II show that there were very few middle bronzes.  The one 
hundred and ten Roman Imperial coins recorded by Cox at Curium, from Tiberius to Gallienus 
include:
  
1 quadrans (Hadrian, mines of Nordicum)
5 ases (AVG. in wreath, Agrippa, Pius/Marcus, Faust.I, Caraca.)
2 dupondii  (Severus Alexander, Julia Mamaea)
89 sestertii65

3 bronze medallions (Marcus & Commodus, Commodus x2, 1 gilt)
7 denarii (Hadrian, Pius, Faustina Sr., Severan x3, Maximinus) 
3 antoninianii  (Philip, Aemilian, Gallienus)
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65 Sestertii include 19 Antonine; 13 Severan; 57 Military Emperors (235-268).


